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RINGS IN WHICH NILPOTENT 
ELEMENTS FORM AN IDEAL

Jung Rae Cho, Nam Kyun Kim and Yang Lee

Abstract We study the relation아ups between strongly prime ideals 
and completely prime ideals, concentrating on the connections among 
various radicals (prime radical, upper nilradical and generalized nilrad- 
ical). Given a ring R, consider the condition (*) nilpotent elements of 
R form an ideal m R. We show that a ring R satisfies (*) if and only 
if^every mmimaLsfrmgly 一prime一丄deal of R is completely prime_ifLand 
only if the upper nilradical coincides with the generalized nilradical in 
R

1. Introduction

This paper was motivated by the results in [1] and [4] which are 
related to nilradicals. Throughout this paper, all rings are associative 
with identity. Given a ring R we use P(B), N(B), and Specs(R) to 
represent the prime radical, the set of all nilpotent elements, and 난 
set of all strongly prime ideals of R)respectively.

Recall that a ring R is called strongly prime if R is prime with no 
nonzero nil ideals and an ideal F of 7? is called strongly prime if R/P is 
strongly prime, and that the upper nilradical of a ring R is the unique
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maximal nil ideal of R (see [3, Proposition 2.6.2]); we denote it by 
Nr(7?). Notice that

Nr(7?) — {a E R I RaR is a nil ideal of 7?}

=I P is a strongly prime ideal of R}

=「[{P I P is a minimal strongly prime ideal of R}.

It is straightforward to check that a ring R satisfies (*) if and only 
if N尸(R) = N(R) if and only if R/N广(一R) is a reduced ring (i.e., a 
ring without nonzero nilpotent elements). It is clear that the Kothe,s 
conjecture (i.e., the upper nilradical contains every nil left ideal) holds 
if given a ring satisfies (*); but the converse is not true in general 
considering 2-by-2 full matrix rings over reduced rings (see [3, Theorem 
2.6.35]). A ring R is called 2・prim시 if P(R) = N(R). 2-primal rings 
satisfy (*) obviously; however the converse does not hold in general by 
[2, Example 3.3]. Commutative rings and reduced rings are 2-primal 
and so they satisfy (*).

2. Rings which satisfy (*)

An ideal P of a ring R is called a minimal strongly prime ideal of 
7? if F is minimal in Specs (R) To observe the properties of mini
mal strongly prime ideals of rings which satisfy (*), we introduce the 
following concepts:

N(P) = {a e R I aRb 으 Nr(/?) for some b E

Np = {a E R I ab e Nr(K) for some b G K\P},

Np = {q c R I a^b C Nr(B) for some integer m
and some b G

where P is a strongly prime ideal of a ring R. It may be easily checked 
that for each prime ideal F of a ring R, N(P) 으 P and N(P) 으 Np 으 
NP. —
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To obtain the following results, from Lemma 1 to Theorem 5, we 
use the methods that Shin used in [4].

A right (or left) ideal I of a ring R is said to have the IFF (insertion 
of factors property) if ab E I implies aRb 으 I for £ R・ Notice that 
the zero ideal of a reduced ring has the IFP. Given a ring R)recall 
that a subset S of R\{0} is called an m-system if si, 82 € S implies

€ S for some r E R. Obviously the complement of any prime 
ide시 is an m-system.

Lemma 1. For a ring R, the following statements are equivalent:
(1) R satisfies (*).
(2) N「(R) has the IFP.

Proof. (1)二》(2): Since R/N「(R) is reduced by hypothesis, ab G 
N「(R) implies aRb 으 Nr(J?) for a^b E R.

(2)n(l)： Let a E N(jR). Then = 0 for _some_pasitivedntegex n 
We 시aim a E N質(丑) . Assume to the contrary that a 牛 Nr(7?). Then 
there exists a strongly prime ideal P such that a P, Since R\P is 
an m-system, there exist ri,... , rn_i € R such that aria - • • arn^±a € 
B\P. But aria - - * arn^±a € Nr(J?) since Nr(B) has the IFP. Conse
quently ar^a - - - arn^a G P, a contradiction; and therefore R satisfies 
(*).

Lemma 2 If a ring R satisfies (*), then N(P) = Np = Np for 
each strongly prime ideal P of R.

PROOF. It is trivial that N(P) C Np C Np. Take a € Np and let 
77Z > 1 be minimal with amb E Nr(2?) for some b E B\P. By Lemma 
1 aRam^1b € Nr(B) and 晚-纯 P so a € N(P).

Theorem 3. Suppose that a ring R satisfies (*). Then N(P)= 
「}{Q £ Specs(B) I N(P) C Q C P} for each P G Specs(K).

Proof. If Q 으 尸 for 尸, Q e Specs(B), then N(P) C N(Q) 으 @ G 
F; hence we have N(P、)C€ Specs(7?) | N(P) C Q C P}. Con
versely, suppose that a £ N(P), We claim that there exists a strongly 
prime ideal Q such that a 牛 Q and Q 으 P. The set S = {a, a2, a3,... } 
is closed under multiplication that does not contain 0 by Lemma 2, and
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note that L 의 B\P is a m-system. Let T = {atobiatlb2 - - - bnatn 尹 0 | 
bz £ £ {0} U Z+}, where Z+ is the set of positive integers . Let
M ~ S UT, Note that 乙 으 7L Now we will 아low that M is closed 
under multiplication. If x^y e S, then xy E S Q M. li x E S and 
y ET with x — as^y ~ atob±atlb2 •・-&natn, then xy 尹 0. For, iixy = 0 
then

xy — as~^t°biatlb2 - . - bnatn — 0 e Nr(B).

By Lemma 1, we have that

(S中财I..・g)(蚯…當)…(苗+圮腴... …儒)£ Nr(B),

and so
回3+圮+ +妇)(如...當)]n+l e n「(R).

Thus (企어~圮+ '내")(S. …bn) G Nr(.R) because N尸(K) = N(R). Since 
L is an m-system, there exist ri, .. , rn-± 6 R such that

方尸]-• ■ bn — iTn-ibn G L.

Let s+ioH----- Fin = w and bu • - • 6n_irn_ifcn = b. Then. awb € Nr(R)
and hence a E Np = N(P) by Lemma 2, which is a contradiction. 
Consequently zg € 7 으 M. Similarly, if x^y E T then xy Q and 
so xy E T C M. Thus M is a multiplicatively closed system which 
is disjoint from (0); hence there exists a prime ideal Q that is disjoint 
from M. Therefore a Q and Q 으 尸. To complete the p호oof, we 
have to show that Q is strongly prime. (M + Q)/Q has no nilpotent 
elements but intersects every nonzero ideal in R/Q by the maximality 
of Q with respect to the property M A Q = 0, so Q is strongly prime.

Corollary 4. Suppose that a nng R satisfies (*). Then for each 
strongly prime ideal P of R the following statements are equivalent:

(1) P is a minimal strongly prime ideal of R.
(2) N(P) = P.
(3) For any a E P, ab E N尸(R) for some b € R\P.
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Proof. (1)v》(2) follows from Theorem 3.
(2) 二＞(3): For each a E P = N(P\ abab 6 aRb C N厂(K) for some 

b e R\P, hence ab is nilpotent and so ab G Nr(7?).
(3) =＞(2): If a € F and ab G Nr(jR) for some b G B\P, then aRb C 

Nr(7?) because B/Nr(B) is reduced. Hence a 6 N(P、) and so N(P)= 
P since N(P) 으 P always.

Recall that an ideal I of a ring R is called completely prime if R/I 
is a domain. We use Pc(-R) for the intersection of all completely 
prime ideals of a ring R. Birkenmeier-Heatherly-Lee [1, Proposition 
2.1] proved that a ring R is 2-primal if and only if P(2?) = Pc(H)〉 
and Shin [4, Proposition 1.11] proved that R is 2-primal if and only 
if every minimal prime ideal of R is completely prime. The following 
theorem, which contains similar connections to the preceding results 
among N(K), Nr(J?) and Pc(-R), is our main result in this note.

Theorem 5. For a ring R, the following statements are equivalent:
(1) R satisfies (*).
(2) Every rmnimal strongly prime ideal of R is completely prime.
⑶ N「(H) = Pc㈤.

Proof. (1)二＞(2): Let F be a minimal strongly prime ideal of R 
such that ab E P and b 牛 P. Then by Corollary 4, (ab)c E Nr(B) for 
some c G R\P. Since B\P is a m-system and b〉c € R\、F\ there exists 
z E R such that bzc E B\P. Also by Lemma 1, N尸(一R) has the IFP. 
So we have aR{bzc) C Nr(i?) and a E N(P) = P. Therefore P is a 
completely prime ideal of R.

(2) 二»(3): N厂(R) is the intersection of minimal strongly prime ideals 
in R, so an intersection of completely prime ideals by the condition, and 
this contains P°(R)・ Next since R/Pc(R) is reduced, also Nr(K) 으 

Pc(R).
(3) 二》(1) : By hypothesis R/Nr(R) is a subdirect product of do

mains and so it is reduced; hence R satisfies (*).
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